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ABSTRACT 

The past, present and potential fishing levels of the stocks 
of cod, haddock, American plaice, halibut and redfish in Subareas 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the International Commission for the Northwest 
Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) are discussed. 

It is conclndedthat for the area as a whole the cod is in 
least danger of being overfished and that the haddock, American 
plaice, halibut and redfish of the ICNAF area have less ability 
than the cod to maintain their populations under unrestricted ex
ploitation. 

There have been some recent successful exploratory efforts 
resulting in the discovery of virgin populations of cod, redfish 
and American plaice in the central part of the ICNAF area. 

Assessments are made of the value of mesh regulations for 
baddock and of the possibilities and needs for conservation measures 
for the various species und~r consideration. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper gives an account of some of the chief groundfi.h 
populations of the Western North Atlantic and discusses .. the atatl1a 
of the stocks, some exploratory efforts and the conservation of 
thesa fish stocks. 

The area under discl1asion is the Western North Atlentic tram 
We.t Greenland to sOl1th of Cape Cod at Latitnde 39000'N. The 
divisions mentioned arl the Subareas 1, 2, 3:1. 4 and 5 of the North
vest Atlantic as defined by the Internationa Commission for the 
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF), Figl1re 1. 

The Canadian Iroundfish catches lnclnde tha Newfoundland catches. 
Codi haddock! redfi.h~ American plaice and hallbl1t populations only, 
wil be can. dared, There vill inevitably be somewhat more data ana 
greater coverage from the central area. which are best known to the 
al1thor. 

It i. not convenient to live in each caaa the sources of the 
.tati.tio. ql10ted bl1t thl ohilt 'OurOI. haVI blln the many unpl1b
li.hld, mimlolraphed paper. prepared in rloent Ylar. by or for ICNAr, 
19~2-,*, and in additlon Sette (1928), Needler (1930a)L the Itatl.
tloal portlon ot the Seoond Annual Report ot ICNAI (19,2) and Sta
tl.tloal Blllletln, Vol. 2 Of IeNAr (19~). 

In addltlon to thl oonntrle. mentloned Illewherl ln thl. rper 
and in ri,ure 1, a .mall a.onnt Of tl.hlnl hal been oarrled 011 in 
reoent year. in the IeNAr area by Oermany and Rll •• la. 
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Figure 1. Total landinl:s of fresh round cod froln euch subarea 
of ICANF in 1953 and the percentage in each subarea captured by 
each country. (:rhe catch of a country obtain1ns less than on. 
per cent of the catch 1n a lubarea 11 omitted. Only the south
ern part of the Gr.enland lublre. (1) hal been Ihewn, althoulh 
the whole reported cod catch 1n Subar •• 1 hi. beln 1ncluded. 
Catchll by Italy of 19 million POundl trom Sub.~.a. 1 and 2 
and 12 million pound. trom Sub.re .. 3 and It- are not inoluded. 
About 11 million pOUmdI caulht by St. Pierre .nd Miquelon prl~ 
lumably in Subarea 3'are not included in eithlr rilure 1 or 
Pisure 2. The data uud are the latllt avallabh, but are trOll 
ICKAF mimeolraphed Itati.tici and while Slnlrally corr.ct ml, 
not be in their tinal form.) 
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The cod and haddock populations 1n different subareas have 
been shown to be essentially separate and dist::..rJo:'t" (Cod: Schmidt, 
1930; Schroeder, 1930; Thompson, 1943; Hansen, L9490 Haddock: 
Needler, 1930b; Vladykov, 1935; Thompson, 1939) The few indivi
duals that pass the deep water barriers between subareas are insuf
ficient to change in any measurable way the racial characteristics 
or abundance of the subarea populations 0 An exception must be made 
for Subareas 2 and 3 between which there is no barrler except that 
of distance and where there 1s evidently more inter-migration of 
cod than between the other subareaso The west coast of Newfoundland 
section of Subarea 4 also has a stock of cod, a large part of which 
spends the winter in Subarea 3 and some part doubtless also in Sub
area 20 Only a small proportion of Subarea 4 cod. however, are 
caught on the west coast of Newfoundlando 

Redfish population apparently migrate little and for both red
fish and American plaice, although no tagging has been done on red
fish and little on plaice, evidence from size at sexual maturity 
an4 from other phases of the life-history indicate no very signifi
cant degree of movement between subareas Q Probably in redfish there 
is some movement in the deep water between subareas but if such mOVe
ments exist they are unlikely to be great enough to render invalid 
conclusions regarding trends of catch within subareas~ 

COD 

Exploltatlon~ By far the greatest fishery in the rCNAF area 
is for cod, Gadus callarias 1. The cod fishery ill the Northwest Atlan
tic began very shortly after Cabot I s discovery of Ne.,.Jfoundland in 
1497 and has continued for over four hundred years" Traditionally 
from the begirming, the fishery has been an international one in the 
Newfoundland area, Subarea 3 of ICNAF, which is the greatest cod 
area o The fishery is also international in Subareas 1, 2 and 40 In 
Subarea 4 Canada obtains the greatest share of the catch (62% in 
1953). In this year France obtained 29% of the catch in Subarea 4. 
In Subarea 5 almost the whole catch is taken by the United Statese 

At the present time the most important cod fishing countries 
of the Western North Atlantic area are Canada, Portugal. France and 
Spain~ The total of the cod catches by other European countries 
fishing in this area, namely, Denmark (including also West Greenland 
and the Faroes), Norway, the United Kingdom. Iceland and Italy, is 
rapidly increasing~ 

The total cod catch for the whole area hns averaged more than 
1850 million pounds per year from 1950 to 1953 .. 

Over the ICNAF area as a whole from Greenland to Cape Cod the 
cod catch has been increasing considerably since the early 1930's 
and there has been a considerable increase since the end of World 
War 11 after a decrease in effort and in catch during the ware. 
There is as yet no indication that the catch of cod in the area has 
reached its peako Traditionally in Subareas 2. J and 4 Canada has 
caught by far the greatest amounts of cod, The Canadian proportion 
of the catch, however, has been decreasing and that of the European 
nations increasing (Figure 2)~ This has partly been due to the 
increased catches in Greenland, almost entirely by European ships, 
but also there has been a decreased Canadian catch relative to the 
European in Subareas 2 and 30 From lack of statistics on the 
European catch in Subarea 4, the proportions of the catch caught 
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by European and by North American fishermen in this subarea are in 
doubt except for 1953. The United States cod catch has decreased 
very greatly since 1880 when many of her dory-vessels fished for 
cod on the Grand Bank and other northern areas& 

The total catch and the percentage of the cod catch in each 
subarea obtained by various countries in 1953 are shown in Figure 1. 

In the northern Subareas, 1 and 3, West Greenland and Newfound
land, respectively, there is as yet no indication of overfishlng 
for cod, and the Labrador area, Subarea 2, is almost certainly under
fished for this species. 

In Subarea 4, the Nova Scotian Banks and the Gulf of St. Lawr
ence, the larger part of the catch (62% in 1953) is obtained by 
Canada. In this area there has been some decline in Canadian and 
U.S. cod catches in recent years from peak landings in 1945-46 and 
the proportion of large cod in the landings has decreased. The 
available statistics of catch and effort, however, are for too short 
a period and the data on the European catch in Subarea 4 is too in
complete to indicate clearly a depletion in the cod population. The 
19'3 statistics, which for the first time show the apparently large 
(29~ in 1953) catches by France in Subarea 4 leave us in doubt of 
the magnitude of the downward trend and render it imperative that 
attempts be mad~ to obtain better subarea statistics and to ascribe 
past catches, if such is possible on the basis of existing informa
tion such as vessel logs, to the appropriate subarea o 
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Figure 2~ Landings in millions of pOlUlds of round fresh cod, from 
all five ICNAF subareas, 1931-1953. ("Other European 
cOlUltries" include Den,mark, Norway, United Kingdom, 
Italy and Iceland.) 
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In Subarea 5. including Georges Bank and Ilnst of the Gulf of 
Maine, and fished" entirely by United States ves~~els. the cod landings 
have decreased gradually since 1930 and more rapidly since 10/+6. It 
does not appear to be certain whether this decr~ase 1s a natural one 
or whether it resulted from a decrease in effort. by lIne vessels 
specifically directed toward cod, with an increasing proportion of 
the effort by trawlers devoted to catching haddock and redfish. 
There Is a possibility that the decrease Is due to increasing water 
temperatures which in the long run are unfavourable to the cod near 
its southern limits but this should not be too readily assuoed until 
the q~estlon of the diversion of effort from cod [rounds and from 
methods such as line fishing, especially suited to cod, 1s examined 
closely. 

Exploration, It would seem to be almost an lrupC3S1bl~, after 
four centuries of intensive exploitation by ID:i.UY natlons, that any 
large unfished grounds and virgin stocks of cod remain 1n the New
foundland area" Such fishing grounds and stock'; 1 however, have been 
discovered recently ~ During its long history ttH' Newfoundland shore 
fishery for cod has been typically a fishery of tne very shallow 
waters~ The cod, attracted to the very shore by the onshore spawning 
migration of the capelin, are readily captured In June 1n five or ten 
fathoms and progressively deeper as tbe summer and autumn advance. 
These inshore cod are generally small and yOWlg. The usual gear has 
been the trap, the hand-line and the longline pulled by hando 

On the northeast coast of Newfoundland where these inshore cod 
are so abundant, fishermen in the main cod-fi5h~nt; areas, which are 
near the headlands, have occasionally tried fishlng a short distance 
outward from their regular fishing grounds and finding cod scarce or 
absent proceeded no further. Their small boats of 30 feet or less 
in length were unsuitable for offshore voyages and their gear was 
unsuitable for deepwater fishing. They also had a firm belief that 
there were no cod available beyond the immediate inshore area e Their 
fishing was thus restricted to the fishing grounds out to about six 
miles offshore 0 Here the cod were typically small and there were 
violent fluctuations in numbers" 

By its exploratory work since 1950 the Department of Fisheries 
of Canada working through the Fisheries Research Board and the 
Board~s Newfoundland Fisheries Research Station has ~haneed complete
ly the mental outlook toward this fishery, 

USing 55-foot longliners with longline gear worked by mechanical 
gurdy, the area from ten to forty miles offshore has been explored 
systematlcallyo In the area along the northeast ~oast of Newfound
land and extending northwards to Labrador the ~Qa3tal water 
deepens rapidly to one hundred and fifty fathoms or more o The Labra
dor Current hugs the coast and is deepest near the coasto This 
current has a central core of co~water usually ~l,Oo to -lo5°C. or 
even lower 1n temperature and extends in the early spring from the 
surface to 120 fathoms or deeper, In late spr t ng and early summer 
the shallow layers warm up and the traditional early summer fishery 
15 for small cod which follow the capel in into ttll'3 shallow layer 
of newly warmed watero 

In this northern region the bigger and older c0d do not usually 
come inshore, but remain, where all the cod both large and small have 
spent the winter, in the deep water typically below 120 fathoms& 
This deep water is Atlantic water connected w1"th the deeper waters 
of the Atlantic Ocean and is warmer. mOTe saline and heavier than 
the more superficial waters of the Labrador Cllrn::nt 
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These large cod were found to be very abur/:ant in the water near 
and below the depth where the lower border of t,le below OoC~ layer 
meets the underlying warmer deep Atlantic layer.. Once this relation
ship had been determined by experimental fishing off Bonavista in 
1950 and 1951 the search for deepwater cod was concentrated along the 
deeper borders of the Labrador Current mostly 10 to 60 miles offshore 
and abundant supplies of large cod were found. Thus new fishing 
grounds with abundant large cod were found along a several hundred 
mile stretch of coastal shelf from Trinity Bay to Southern Labrador. 
Except in a very few places where the deep water came very close to 
the coast or where, further offshore, European trawlers had made an 
occasional set, these deepwater cod had not been flshedc The best 
of the new fishing grounds, which were in deep water twenty to sixty 
miles off bold headlands, had apparently never been previously 
fiShed. 

Here was a great reserve of large cod which as they grew older 
and larger and became less and less likely to visit the shallow 
water, were relatively safe from the effects of the fisheryo 

A new fishery by mechanical longline is rapidly developing for 
these large cod, and these newly discovered grounds and cod popula
tions appear likely to be able to provide a catch of over a hundred 
million pounds of large cod per year. 

REDFISH 

Exploltationa The North American fishery f,)1' the redflsh, 
Seb!!ljtes marinus (L:) began to increase. rapj.dly in 1935 when seventeen 
million pounds were landed in the United States as compared with 
less than two million pounds in 1934 and less than three hundred 
thousand pounds in 1933. The redfish fishery is in deep water and 
until recent years has been almost entirely and even now is chiefly 
prosecuted by United States vessels. The chief area fished at first 
was the Gulf of Maine but there were some catches on the Nova Scotian 
Banks. As the local supply became reduced the American fishery on 
the Nova Scotian Banks increased and gradually spread northward. 

From the Fisheries Statistics of the United States (1954) the 
record American redfish catch of 258 million pounds was obtained in 
1951. For the whole Western North Atlantic the highest catch was 
about two hundred and ninety-eight million pound,; in 1951. Eighty
seven per cent of this catch was by U~So and almost all the remain
der by Canadian vessels. The catch in 1953 was about two hundred 
and thirty million pounds. The landings are declining in Subarea 5 
and in the Nova Scotian Bank areas of Subarea 4, and redfishing is 
gradually spreading northward. This involves the building of larger 
and faster redfishing vessels by the United States, to fish the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence and the Drand Bank areas, Beginning in 1953 the red
fish in the West Greenland area, Subarea 1, began to be exploited 
in quantity, particularly by Icelandic trawlers, 

Exploration, Since 1947 the fisheries research ship "Investi
gator II", operated by the Newfoundland Station of the Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada, has explored the abode of the redflsh in 
the deep water between one hundred and four hundred fathomso Some 
large virgin populations of redfish were found in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, on the South Coast of Newfoundland, on the southwestern 
and the eastern Grand Bank, on Flemish Cap, north of the Grand Bank 
and east of Hamilton Inlet Bank in Labrador. 
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In the warmer more southern parts of the area, such as on the 
southwestern slope of the Grand Bank, redfish are plentIful from 
eighty to two hundred fathoms, while off Labrador commercial quant
ities occur only deeper down, from about one hundred and sixty to 
three hundred fathomSe The northern redfish are considerably larger 
than the southern and the deep water redfish are larger than those 
of the shallow water. 

In the past few years Canadian trawlers have begun to exploit 
in quantity these newly discovered redfish populations and American 
trawlers also have moved into the Gulf of St, Lawrence and to the 
Grand Bank areas and are landing yearly from these areas a catch 
several times as great as the Canadian catch, The redfish popula
tions off the northeast coast of Newfoundland and east of Hamilton 
Inlet Bank have not yet been exploited commercially. 

AMERICAN PLAICE 

There 1s a small fishery for American plaice, B1Q]oglossoides 
PfatessoigeS(Fabr.), in the New 'England area, Subarea ,. ThIs'is 
o the or er of three or four million pounds.yearly. The American, 
ttlaice, . however, 1s more. abundant 1n colder water in the northern 
Subareas 3 and It. 

In the Newfoundland area, Subarea 3, the fishery for American 
plaice has developed rapidly within the past few lears from a catch 
of less than half a million pounds previous to 1948. to about thirty 
million pounds a year in 1951-53. Almost all this fishery is on the 
eastern and northern Grand Bank~ Also in the Nova Scotian and Gulf 
of St. Lawrence areas, Subarea 4, the catch of plaice has increased 
from two to three million pounds a year previous to 1948, to about 
fifteen million pounds a year in 1952 and 1953. About twelve of 
these fifteen million pounds were caught on fishing grounds of the 
GUlf of St. Lawrence which are in the northern colder water parts 
of the southern half of the Gulf. 

The plaice is abundant and large in the very ~old 
with bottom water close to OOCo for most of the year .. 
Bank areas were discovered largely through the efforts 
"Investigator IP' and of Newfoundland otter-trawlers 0 

water areas 
The Grand 
of the 

The Gulf of St., Lawrence fishery for plaice developed with the 
recent introduction of large numbers of small 55-60 foot otter
trawlers particularly in the Caraquet area of northern New Brunswick. 

The "Investigator 11" has found a small area on !iamllton Inlet 
Bank in Subarea 2, where American plaice are plentiful, but as yet 
there is no commercial fishery for plaice in Subarea 2" 

It is a little uncertain at the present time whether or not the 
catch of American plaice in Subareas 3 and 4 i~ reaching its peak. 
Doubtless a greater quantity could be caught. at least for a few 
years, by more intensive fishingo 

HALIBUT 
(L. ) 

The Atlantic halibut, Hippoglossus hippoglossu;;/; 1s less abWldant 
than its Pacific relative Hippoglossus stenolepls~ Un the Atlantic 
Coast most of the halibut catch is landed by vessels using longline 
fishing gearo Quantities are ~ however, lanuf>d by () t. ter· trawlers, 
particularly from the warmer slopes of the ban~c;;, These otter-trawl 
fish are mostly small, young halibut caught in shu':'] Ovler water than 
the line-caught larger halibut. European vessels :1.shlng in the 
slope areas of Sto Pierre, Green and Southwest Grand Banks for cod 
and haddock for salting, must catch considerable quantities of these 
halibut and usually discard them~ 
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Although of lesser magnitude than the hail hut population on the 
Pacific Coast, the halibut catch in the ICNAF area on the Atlantic 
Coast of North America and West Greenland might be one-quarter to 
one-third that on the Pacific Coast lf protecti8n CQuld be given to 
the young flsh~ The United States catch alone was 20 million pounds 
gutted weight in 1896 and was over 10 million pounds In each of the 
years 1893 to 1900. Even in 1921 the United SlOat.es catch was 6 mill
ion pounds t while the Un! ted Sta tes ca tch pel' year ~ In recent years, 
has been only about four hundred thousand pounds. The U.S. catches 
were made chiefly in Subareas 3, 4 and 5 of ICNAF and small amounts 
were taken, 1n the earlier years, from Subareas 1 and 2 and even 
from the Iceland arean A considerable decrease wf'uld have occurred 
in any case but the rapidity and extent of the decrease has been 
largely due to the decline In the United States line fishery for 
halibut. 

The Canadian halibut catch between 1933 aml 1939 raneed between 
three and five million pounds head-off gutted wE'lgl1t per year. In 
the period from 1940 to 1948 the average yearly i::atch was less than 
two million poundse The low catch was due to reduced effort in hali
but fishing during the war years. This led to an increase in weight 
of the halibut population, which '.hen line fishing effort for hali
but rose again, resulted in a catch of over ten million pounds in 
1950, eight million in 1951, five and three~quarter million pounds 
in 1952 and six million pounds 1n 1953. 

The United Kingdom landed over eleven m1l11on pounds of gutted 
halibut from the Greenland area (Subarea 1) in 1929, nine million 
pounds in 1930, eleven million in 1931 and over five million pounds, 
mostly from Subarea 1 with smaller amounts from the Labrador subarea, 
in each of the years 1928 to 1935. The United Kingdom halibut catch 
had fallen to seven hundred thousand pounds by 193,Q. 

At present European countries land small amQWlts of halibut 
almost entirely from the Greenland area~ Complete statistics are 
not available but the European catch in Subarea 1 in 1953 was approx
imately two and a half million pounds" 

HADDOCK 

There are three large and essentially independent groups of had
dock populations on the North American Bankso These have their main 
winter and spawning abodes on Georges Bank~ the Nova Scotian Banks 
and on the Newfoundland Banks respectively. These main population 
groupings, each of which in the two northern sub::l.reas, at least, in
clude some relatively independent sub-groups. are separated by deep 
channels~ 

The New England stock in Subarea 5 is caut-:ht entIrely by Ameri
can vessels and had a peak catch of 278 million pounds of round fresh 
haddock 1n 1929. During the past twenty years the catch has stabil
ized at about a hW1dred to a hundred and twenty million pounds. 

The landings of haddock in the Nova Sco-: laD area,' Subarea 4, 
reached their peak in 1935 when the landed catc!l III the United States 
and Canada from this area was 148 million powlds (If round haddockQ 
In 1953 the catch was about a hundred milUon pounds. approximately 
the same amount as in the New England area. In 1953 Canada obtained 
56% of the haddock catch in Subarea 4, the United States 43% and 
Spain 1%. 
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IIaddock populations on the Newfoundland B, "k" c' Subarea 3, were 
first explored by the research trawler Heape A[ .. !.has" of the New
foundland Fisheries Research Station in the years 1931-35 (Thompson, 
1939). IIaddock fishing on these banks was negllglble before 1946 
and the peak catch was in 1949 - about a hundred and fifty million 
pounds of round fisho Since that year there bas been ~ decline 1n 
the catch which in 1953 was 77 million pounds. Omitting other coun
tries which land only very small amounts of haddock, in the ten years 
between 1944 and 1953 about three-quarters of the haddock catch in 
the Newfoundland area (Subarea 3) was landed by Spain and one-quarter 
by Canada. In 1953 in this Subarea, Spain obtained 58% and Canada 
40% of the haddock catch. 

CONSERVATION 

£9!!. In considering the general picture of these great fisheries 
for groundfish in the entire ICNAF area, it is obvious that the end 
fishery, after more than four centuries of heavy exploitation, shows 
by far the greatest resilience and ability to withstand a very heavy 
flsherYe The actual and the potential volumes of production are also 
apparently very much greater for the cod than for the other ground
fish. 

There are many features favouring the abundance and survival of 
cod 1n the area under consideratlono The cod has equally projecting 
upper and lower jaws and can feed at will on the bottom or in mid
watero It can range and feed from the surface to two hundred fathoms 
although it is normally not plentiful below 160 fathoms. With its 
wide vertical and horizontal range the cod Can accornm::xJa.te itself also 
to a wide range of temperatures~ 

In the northern subareas the great abundance of the plankton 
feeding and pelagic capelin, Mallotus villosus? provides vast quan
tities of cod food and is the greatest single food factor in the 
maintenance of the great mass of the enormous northern cod popula
tions~ As the cod grows older and larger it favours deeper waters 
where it is not so readily fished" ,;hile, if food is plentiful, it 
may at times be present over any type of bottom~ the cod, especially 
at the larger sizes, favours rough rocky bottom"which 1s not readily 
trawled. In the adult stages cod migrate far and change their abode 
rapIdly 0 In the colder areas the cod may spend a month or more, 
during and after spawning, largely 1n the upper layers of water 
where they are not available to ordinary otter-trawl gearo The 
greater and more northern portion of the cod population cannot be 
fished in the winter and early spring. The cod grows rapidly to a 
large size and this reduces the number of predatory enemies~ Over 
most of its range, neglecting the relatively scarce sharks, the cod 
is the dominant large fish. The presumably predatory pollock and 
silver-hake and young dogfish generally live scuth of the main cod 
areas o The cod is not purely a bottom fish and the younger stages 
are typically further above the bottom than the larger fish, conse
quently the destruction of young cod by otter~trawlers is not gener
ally nearly as great as with young haddocko (There are some excep
tions to this statement in certain shallow water bank areas where 
young cod are abundanto) By far the greatest factor~ however, is 
probably that especially in the northern Subareas 1, 2 and 3 of 
ICNAF, Greenland to Newfoundland, the rough bottom and the very large 
area covered by low temperature water of minus 0050 to 30C~ favour 
the cod mare than any other groundfish and render more likely its sur
vival on settling from the pelagic post-larval stageo The large ex
panse of suitable area als0 1 probably close to a hundred thousand 
square miles in Subarea 3 alone~ renders fallures of year~classes 
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unlikely and unusual In this central part of tr~'." cod rangeG Also 
the inshore waters of the east coast of Newfounuland are nurseries 
for young cod and the shoreward set of the Labroc1or Current In this 
area ensures an abundant supply of young cod to settle 1n these 
favourable waterso To the northward, however. in the Greenland area 
there are great fluctuations In year-class survjval~ 

WhIle, doubtless, the cod population could be managed for great
er economy of effort andthe sizes at capture cotlid be increased and 
while through natural changes in the sea environment or through very 
greatly increased exploitation the situation could change rapidly, 
there Is at present no obvious need for repressive efforts to protect 
cod from over-exploitation in the three northt~rn subareaso The situ
ations in the New England area and in the southern Nova Scotia area 
are more uncertain and should be studied carefullyo A number of 
essentially separate populations of cod, however. exist 1n the nor
thern subareas as well as in the southern. In Subarea 3, for ex
ample, there are at least three essentially separate populations. 
Some of these populations may be over-exploited while others are 
under-exploited and the total for the whole area or subarea may not 
reveal the true pictureo It is wise, therefore, to study in detail 
each population and the effects of the fishery on it" Many countries 
are carrying out studies on various populations of cod in the ICNAF 
area o 

Redfish. The redfish is a very slow-growing fish, attaining in 
many areas a size of less than ten inches in ten years (Perlmutter 
and Clarke, 1949). It is usually fished over very rough bottom, in 
deep water on the slopes of the banks. It is landed round at a low 
price, and to produce a paying trip, redfish must be caught in large 
quantities per day's fishingo This species, because of its slow 
growth and concentrated abundance in very narrow slope areas, suffers 
quickly under intensive fishing and each new population fished is 
quickly reduced in numberso Only recently has very much been dis
covered on the life-history of the redfish anu even now the informa
tion is 50 recent that most of it is unpubllshed Q 

The slow-growing redfish forms a concentrated fringe on the 
slope areas especially on the seaward edges of the banks and in deep 
depressions and charmels. In all these situations it can readily be 
found and fished in quantityo From its slow growth and concentration 
and relative lack of migration it is probably continually in danger 
of being over-fiShed, and once over~fished, recovery is bound to be 
slower than 1n the case of the haddock or codo At present prices, 
however, the depletion is likely to be usually more economic than 
biological, since, especially in distant waters. redfishing must 
cease when heavy concentrations are no longer available~ At this 
population level the redfish will still have great reproductive 
potential. 

The redfish feeds on pelagic organisms and in Europe has been 
caught on longlines over very deep water~ ThLl;-,. there is the possi
bility that there are great pelagic pOpUla1jlU:1S (;1' redfish, generally 
Wlrelated to the bottom, of which the schoolS pre$ently rished are 
only a fringe where the pelagic populatioQs implngE: nn th£> slope 
areas 0 Apart frcmlarval distribution, (TMning, 1949). however, there 
is no evidence as yet for the Western Atlantic that th-.:se great pel
agic populations existo The evidence from the experimental fishing 
of the "Investigator IIII in deep water between 200 and 400 fathoms 
has been opposed to the existence of large pelagtc populations of 
redfish. Also the quick decline in the catch per unit of effort and 
in the abundance of the larger sizes of female redfisn in the newly 
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fished redfish populations of the Grand Bank and other areas, does 
not give any indication of replenishment of exploited slope and 
bottom related populations from pelagic populations" The question, 
however, needs much more research before an adequate answer can be 
given. 

Suitable methods of protection which will also allow a large and 
profitable fishery for redfish to proceed are not yet obvious to the 
fisheries scientist. Mesh regulations may be possible but there are 
considerable difficulties. Among these are the traditional practice 
of capturing and filleting redfish down to a very small size and the 
spiny nature of the redfish which causes them to mesh readily. The 
very slow growth of the redfish, if natural mortality is at all large, 
may prevent increase in population mass from the smaller to the lar
ger sizes at present utilized. Also, owing to the limited fishing 
period per day (usually in daylight only), the low price of redfish 
and the practice of landing them round, it 1s necessary to catch 
redfish in large quantities per hour's fishing. Thus a mesh which 
wonld liberate a very significant portion of the catch might be un
economicalo On the otherhand, on some fishing grounds there might 
be some increase in efficiency from the larger mesho Also 1n many 
areas during certain months at least commercial quantities of larger 
redfish may be obtained by fishing more deeply. 

American plaic90 The very slow-growing American plaice is a 
bottom-living species, readily caught by otter-trawlers. In north
ern areas it is especially related to water of about 40 to 120 
fathoms in depth. In the most heavily fished plaice areas the bottom 
is moderately smootho Also on the Grand Bank, at least, a consider
able reserve of plaice exists where the bottom is rough and the 
plaice population apparently is less concentrated and less available 
to trawlers .. 

The plaice in their cold water areas of abundance, in Subareas 
3 and 4, grow to a large size but are also very slow-growingo In 
the commercial catches from the Grand Bank (according to Mr. R.S. 
Keir's age determinations at the Newfoundland Fisheries Research 
Station), plaice are on the average more than twenty years of age. 

These concentrated populations of plaice are newly fished, slow
growing, and readily exploited from their consistent location on or 
near the bottom in the same areas.. The fishery is too new to supply 
adequate evidence on whether or not the catch has reached its great
est yearly amount and what the maximum sustained yield will be. It 
1s to be expected, however, that a considerable reduction will occur 
in the catch per unit effort and in the total catch when the accumu
lated virgin stocks of plaice are reduced by the fishery to the point 
where the catch must depend on the annual growth of the plaice popu
lation. 

There is at present no specific plan for protecting American 
plaice in the ICNAF area. The 4t-inch mesh trawl~net regulations, 
if applied for cod, will in certain areas be a protection for young 
plalcen Owing to their preference for even lower temperatures than 
cod, quantities of plaice are encountered during many cod trips but 
not usually during haddock trips. For the same mesh size, due to 
the depth of the body in the plaice, the 50 per cent selection point 
for plaice is at a considerably smaller length than for haddock or 
codQ 

Halibut. The halibut of the Northwestern Atlantic live chiefly 
in the waters of intermediate temperatures, particularly on the sea
ward slopes of the banks and in the deep channels. The deep water 
distribution parallels that of the redfish which is one of the chief 
foods of the halibut (McIntyre, 1953). 
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In some parts of its distribution, the nurthern part of the GUlf 
of St. Lawrence, on the southwestern portions of the Newfoundland 
banks, the east coast of Nova Scotia and where \.~alm water impinges 
on the slopes of the banks, much of the halibut population in spring 
and swnmer moveS into shallower water near the sl(\pe~ of the banks or 
inshore Elsewhere as on the east coast or :lewfcl unl.Lr .. nd and Labrador, 
where there 1s a barrier of below OoC~ water~ the halibut remain 
throughout the year in deep water, usually more thc-tIl 120 fathoms, and 
do not approach the shore~ 

A great deal of otter·-trawling for othor :pecies occurs on the 
slopes of the banks and young !1alibut are PQl ti~,t~::.tr if vulnerable as 
incidental catches in these fis~'leries for cod, haddo('k and redfish. 
These young otter-trawl halibut are doubtle~.s ~8.11br,t many years 
before they have reached their best populutlon w€igh~ for capture. 

In the halibut areas of the Pacific Coast t:.t1e halibut is the 
dominant large fish on the banks and otter-trawling of halibut is 
regulated to the advantage of the line fisherm.en~ In the Atlantic 
area, however, the most Important fishes on the i)anks near the hali
but areas are the cod, haddock and redflsh and the value of the hali
but, both actual and potential, is not large compared with the value 
of the fishery for the other groundfishes~ Up to the present time 
no good method has been found to protect t16.lihut. ~.U the Atlantic 
areas where otter-trawllng and line fishing fCit' (,tiler species are 
greatly predominant. The present and the potentIal values of the 
Atlantic halibut fishery, however, are by no means neglIgible, par
ticularly for Canada, since the landed value of halibut per pound is 
considerably greater than that of cod, haddock or redfish. In spite 
of the discouraging prospect of success, fishery b1olog1sts should 
occasionally try a little imaginative effort In search of ideas for 
the protection of the Atlantic halibut, 

Haddocko Haddock grow rapldly in compar~sor. wl~h redfi~h and 
American plaiceo They are, however, considerably faster growing in 
the southern part of their range on Georges Bank~ than in the north
ern part, on the Newfoundland Banks., Haddock may thus enter the 
American fishery on Georges Bank at 16 inches 1n length and less 
than three years of age, while haddock of the saDle size on the Grand 
Bank and St~ Pierre Bank are four to six years old" Each population 
has its own growth and survival characteristics and must be studied 
independently~ Considerable yearly dlfferen2es in the survival of 
year-classes occur in all haddock populations, These fluctuations, 
while always great, are much more extreme in the northern than in 
the southern parts of the haddock range in the ICN1\F area 0 On the 
Grand Bank and St. Pierre Bank the survival rate of une l1addock year
class may be a hundred times greater than that uf another~ Under 
these conditions accurate lone-range forecasting of hadJock abundance 
1s at present impossible~ Short-range predictloD~. however, are 
being given by studying the .,dJW1dance and grV::,Ul I)f year·classes of 
haddock from about one year of age and older, 

Compared with the cod, the haddock with i ts 'lI1c~(!r"31'.Ulg mouth 1s 
much more closely real ted to bottom living and fCC'llln,€ an-j to occu
pancy of smooth bottom areas~ All stages fror.) ':lDF year uf age and 
upwards are thus more vulner8ble to destrLlcti(m l'y ott0I'·trawls tlBfl 
are the young of other gro!lndfish species of Simll&r age, In con
trast with the cod where the greatest popul~ltlons li'.''2 beyond the 
influence of the Gulf Stream, all ttle major h'),ld()i::k pc'pl.llations cf 
the Western Atlantic llve and spawn on the nr,rLi'i'''l'l.! pdt!!? of the Gulf' 
Stream~ Large eddies exist bel:'deen the Gulf' .)~I··"3.r: ':.11.1 the haJduck 
areas of the various banks~ These in certaln ye:-iT'.; <ind months may 
suck off the water from the neighbouring haddo'~k I3.reas of the banks. 
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With the water~ at any time dil~111E tj)~lr SP' ~ m0nth-loD£ pelagic 
existence. trH~ young hadduck may- be dr""wn ~~ri' ar (!(:"E'anic areas -.... lth 
water more than a mile deep (Iselin. 1 t)39 \ 10 tlw Eur,jIJo'i'1ri ar(~a, 
winds are doubtless of great ir:1port;:-.rJce in t!( !,,,,;'thwe::;t ,·.tl~'litLc In 
the movemeHt to favourable or unfavouT3.:Jle 1";1'. I r'.'nJllPrlts (,.1' ~ !"" Sl1rh-"Y'
ficial layers of water c:)ntalnlnE; the ha.l :c,c,,- LH'l'aC (CarT'llt 11Pr:;, 

Lawford and Veley, 1951; Carrut["ers et al. ].~',_.; Carruther,-, 19~;lL 
In the New England area the widespread I1Clt'l'!"'_' cf the ,11sp,,"r.;LI)11 of 
haddock eggs and larvae and the import.unee of cll;'rf'nt3 ] r' r,rf}.!I]cirx 
this dispersion were shown by 'walford C. 93'3) ~ 

Inevitably. when several months af'te!" !1.:: r,2'ling. ti-:.' s'-, 'i\_'IJn€; haJ
dock settle to take on a bottom fee,jlng eY.istf'l1ce. ~~le:1 !nu:~t ;,"?rish 
if they are not over bank or slope areas prefl,"r~illlJ less t rkli a hun
dred and at the most about. a hundr<?d Cinel (ift~.' f~J. Ulc,ms" id 1 this ~s 
somewhat hypothetical but very likely reprer.e:ltCi +:,!le actllCil cuse, 
The haddock in all areas of the l.vestern J-Itl;:,ni 1,:, C;P"I' .... tl neur very d.eep 
water and it is tm.llkely that variatic'ns In food or temrerature can 
aCcoWlt for such complete losses of haddock year-classes as occur in 
the Newfowldland region, 

In addition to their dangerous spawning situation. the young 
haddock have the cod and presumably the pollock. silver hake and 
other fishes as predators~ 

In the New England area, Subarea 5. an experiment on using lar
ger meshes in otter-trawls was begun tn 1953. following advice from 
ICNAF~ This and other measures of tladdock proteC't.ion -were advocated 
much earlier by Hernngton (1932, 1935, 1936 anJ 19'+1) It 1s hoped 
to prevent the killing of small haddock of slZ8S '.olhlctl weTe formerly 
thrown away at sea~ and a130 to relea~e for furtheT growth some of 
the small haddock at slzes formerJy landed ThLl.S lt is expected t.hat 
increases will occur in the landed size and in t,·.)tdl landed weight" 
Since the larger fish are more valuable per pound. the values should 
increase also" 

In Subareas 3 and 4, gear and population researches are in pro
gress to study the biological basis for mesh regulations Wlder ICNAF& 

From the typically bottom abode of the youne as well as of the 
older haddock a mesh regulatlon requiring a minimum inner wet 

measurement of 4t inches in meshes of otter-trawls should assist the 
preservation of haddock much more than that of cod In most areas a 
larger mesh than 4~ inches would probably be requlred to have a 
measurable effect on the cod populatlon~ 

For areas and degrees of haddock abundan~e in Hhich Ute slowing 
effects of crowding on growth are sufficiently :;:'mall or not evident, 
it is possible to say that saving young haddoc]{ which are discarded 
at sea should represent in the future some increGse 111 the landed 
catch~ In the New England area, untll recently. an ottE'r·~trawl c0d
end mesh with internal dimensions of 2-~ inches was used" It is pos
sible for this area, to calculate mathemati.cally with some degree of 
confidence that the gain in wei;::;ht by growtt~ 1s probably [reater than 
the loss from natural mortality at the sizes wt)ieh ',%uld escape from 
a 4t inch or even somewhat larger mesh (GrClham~ 19')2), lhus it may 
be argued that greater total catches anJ larger morE' valuable fish 
will be landed by the larger mesh~ The expected eventual increase in 
yearly landln£;s for the Georges Bank areSt IS J.~::nLi.t. 30 per cent if the 
fishing intensity existing at the tilne of thp ~ilal1ge to the larger 
mesh is maintained (Graham, 19)2)~ GT'~ham and Premetz (955) stat,:" 
on the basis of the first year"s experiene€ with the mesh regillation 
and in the light of recent changes in haddock sizes <:1xploited on 
Georges Bank, that the long··-term increase is exne>:ted to be greater 
than 30 per cent, 
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There are, however, many more unknowns than knowns involved in 
the argument. There Is first of all the fact t.hat the large mesh 
will protect not only haddock but also cod, sllver hake, small dog
fish, small flatfishes and other species which 91 the!" are predators 
on haddock or compete for food with them at some stage, The effect 
of the larger population of small haddock heleM the size of retention 
by the large mesh, on the survival of members of stt]l younger year
classes Is unknown Q Herrington (J944) has presented data supporting 
the idea that the presence of large quantities of older hQddock 1s 
unfavourable to the survival to the scrod si.ze of large numbers of 
young" It is also not possible at present to know eitller the total 
or the natural mortality rate in the youngest year-classes of had
docko A net, for example, with all its meshes so small that no one
year-old haddock can escape, will doubtless be very inefficient for 
capturing the larger sizes~ Research vessels, also, are probably 
not numerOus nor available enough to cover bank areas adequately for 
abundance studieso Thus mortality calculations for younger fish are 
projected back, probably incorrectly, from the older year-classes of 
haddock which are fully represented in the commercial fisheryo While 
the total yearly mortality of the larger sizes can be estimated with 
some degree of precision, the natural mortality is in doubt at all 
ages but especially at the youngest and the greatest ages~ 

The large-meshed net is apparently more efficient for catching 
the larger fish (H.W. Graham, 1954 and Graham and Premetz, 1955) and 
thus while younger immature fish formerly caught are spared to in
crease in size, the older fish, from the smallest sizes fully re
tained, are under greater pressure and consequently should have a 
greater percentage total mortality than previously. Ships using 
larger mesh will, when it is economically worthwhile, deliberately 
fish for larger fisho Even when operating in the same very large and 
concentrated schools of small haddock as presently exist on the New
foundland Banks, large-mesh trawlers pull thE" net. for a considerably 
longer period for each set and doubtless per day 1 s fishing than the 
trawlers using small mesh Q Since the large-meshed net also should 
move somewhat faster for the same power expenditure and strain water 
more readily so that less water is pushed ahead of the net, it is in
evitable that more fish, of the sizes fully ret~ined by the large
meshed nets, will be caught per day's fishing by the large-mesh than 
by the small-mesh trawlers~ Even the larger sizes below those fully 
retained by the large-meshed nets should show increased capture 
rates o If there is an increase in size and numbers and consequently 
value per trip, the fishing pressure will increa8e to reduce survival 
and size (M" Graham,1954L These situations may be wlfavourable only 
at sizes and ages where the total weight of the population is still 
increasing rapidly and may be favourable if an age has been reached 
Where natural mortality equals or exceeds increase 1n weight by 
growth. 

It is becoming apparent that in the Newfoundland area, where the 
extremes of hydrographic conditions may often concentrate haddock in 
dense schools over comparatively small bottom areas, the possibility 
carmot be overlooked that crowding retards growth" It is quite pos
sible that similar crowding effects may be present in the cod of the 
Greenland and the Labrador subareas o Where su-:h crowding is extreme 
the use of the large-meshed net and the saving of small haddock, 
whether previously discarded or retained, may not produce the expec
ted benefits. 

Since the older fish, with very much greater munbers of eggs per 
fish than YOWlger fish, are being redl1ced in munbers faster by the 
more efficient large-meshed net, and the YNmger- fish saved to grow 
toward maturity, it is uncertain whether or not th,? total number of 
fertilized eggs produced by the haddock populZlt.L.m will be increased 
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by the large-meshed net. Many biologists will argue that within very 
large limits the size of the spawning population is of little or no 
importance. Experiences with Pacific salmon, however, show that while 
percentage survival of young is greater with small spawnings the total 
survival is greater with large spawnings, although with still larger 
spawnings there may be some reduction in total survival of young 
(Ricker, 1954). With the tendency toward destruction of neW haddock 
year-classes before settling, it may well be important that haddock 
should spawn in as great a quantity as possible, and especially over 
as great an area as possible. The latter is obviously more likely to 
occur when the spawning population is large. Thus the chances are 
increased that at least some fringes of the floating young will set
tle in suitable depths and locations. 

The institution of a larger mesh in otter-trawls, for groundfish 
populations with suitably fast growth in relation to the natural mor
tality, is very likely a step in the right direction but it is not 
necessarily the only step to be taken. At present it is best to re
gard the institution of -a larger mesh size as a very worth-while and 
long-range experiment, WhiCh

l 
with all the variety in natural survival 

of young haddock and of fish ng intensitites, will take many years to 
work out. For a considerable time it will be unwise to allow other 
conservation measures to interfere with the assessment of the mesh 
experiment. In the Northwest Atlantic the best biological and sta
tistical background for this experiment is for the haddock of the 
Georges Bank area. Since the area is fished by only one nation, the 
most complete biological and statistical data and the most efficient 
control of the enforcement of the mesh regulation should also be pos
sible in this area. Proceeding northward there is less background 
data available and more nations involved in the cod and haddock fish
eries. Thus there is much less likelihood for subareas north of Sub
area 5, that if in the near future, larger mesh sizes are established 
by regulation, it will ever be possible to offer scientific proof of 
the value of the regulation. 

It would be preferable that one subarea be left without mesh 
regulation, or even better, to have the fishery in one subarea delib
erately carried out by the usual type of small-meshed nets, so as to 
lerve as a control to the large-mesh experiment. This, however, may 
not be possible since ships in one trip may fish several subareas and 
difficulties of law-enforcement arise. 

Climate. Over and above all the considerations discussed is the 
overriding effect of climate (Rapports et Proces-Verbaux, 1949). In
creases in sea temperatures in recent years are credited with the 
,reat increase in the cod population in the Greenland area (Jensen, 
19391 Dunbar, 1951; Tining, 1953). Warmer water species such as 
billfish and mackerel have recently shown a phenomenal increase in 
the Newfoundland area (Templeman and Fleming, 1953). Recently, pol
lock have very greatly increased in numbers in Subarea 3. Sea temp
erature. have increa.ed, also, in the New England area (Taylor and 
Graham~ 1953) and decreases in cod abund.ance in tha southern part of 
the ICNAl area may be a re.ponse to warming waters. By the s.me 
token, if water temperatures increased a little more, it is po •• ible 
that on the Newtoundland Banks the haddock population and the .re. 
populated by haddook would incraase and the cod population in the 
whole northern area Ihitt Ilightly northward. The higher tempera
tur .. , however! will alia inc re .. e , in the northern haddock ar ... , 
warm-water preQator or competitive speoiel such .s pollock, silver 
bake and do,tilh but dec rea Ie the predator cod. The relultant ettect 
on the haddock population cannot be predicted adequately. 
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Slight increases in temperature might favour the growth of the American plaice of which the great commercial populations are in cOld waters near OOCo The lack of large American plaice populations, however, in the New England and the Nova Scotian Bank areas and in the relatively warm Southwest Grand Bank area indicates that a very few degrees temperature increase would probably render the present plaice areas unsuitable for maintaining large populations of plaice. Other flatfish species with higher temperature requirements - the winter flounder and the yellowtail flounder - would increase in numbers in Subarea 30 

Particularly at the northern and southern extremes of the range of a fish, water climate and natural fluctuations in survival of young have usually much more influence on fish numbers in the sea than any interference by human efforts. Our reasoning regarding the effects of mesh and other regulations on the fisheries is ba~ed on environmental conditions remaining approximately the sameo Unfortunately for our ability to reason accurately in these matters, climatic conditions change continually and at present unpredictably. Continual routine hydrographic observations at the same stations in the fishing areas are a necessity and the biologist must do what he can to understand and assist nature in relation to fish populations. Be must be wary of a typical device by which the usefulness of regulations is showno A common method and often the only safe one politically is to make a regulation at a time when through natural fluctuations or for economic reasonS the catch is low and then attribute to the regulation the increase in catch which is inevitable in any case. Fisheries regulations should usually be regarded as experimental. They should be as few as possible. It is my opinion that the fisheries biologist should not as a rule recommend an important fisheries regulation until a serious effort has been made to provide the essential background by which the effect of the new regulation may be. assessed. 

- THE END-
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